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By using our site, you agree to our cookie policy.Learn why people trust wikiHow Benjamin Packard
is a Financial Advisor and Founder of Lula Financial based in Oakland, California. Benjamin does
financial planning for people who hate financial planning. He helps his clients plan for retirement,
pay down their debt and buy a house. He earned a BA in Legal Studies from the University of
California, Santa Cruz in 2005 and a Master of Business Administration MBA from the California
State University Northridge College of Business in 2010.Because of this, accounts with compound
interest grow faster than those with simple interest. For example, if your interest compounds
annually, that means that you’ll gain more interest in the second year after your investment than you
did in the first year. Additionally, the value will grow even faster if the interest is compounded
multiple times per year.This image is not licensed under the Creative Commons license applied to
text content and some other images posted to the wikiHow website.The interest rate stated on your
investment prospectus or loan agreement is an annual rate. If your car loan, for example, is a 6%
loan, you pay 6% interest each year.Frequent compounding means that the investor’s interest
earnings will increase at a faster rate. It also means that the debtor will owe more interest while the
debt is outstanding. This image is not licensed under the Creative Commons license applied to text
content and some other images posted to the wikiHow website.This image is not licensed under the
Creative Commons license applied to text content and some other images posted to the wikiHow
website.To see the bigger impact of compound interest, compute interest for later years.Outstanding
means that the debt is still owed by the debtor. This is known as simple interest. This image is not
licensed under the Creative Commons license applied to text content and some other images posted
to the wikiHow website.http://www.friz.ch/userfiles/775dual-vsta-manual.xml
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It can be handy to visualize compound interest by creating a simple model in Excel that shows the
growth of your investment.The numbers will fill in appropriately. This should give you the difference
between the values in cell B3 and B2, which represents the interest earned. Click on the lower right
corner of cell C3 and drag the formula down to cell C7. The values will fill themselves in. You can
also easily change values for principal and interest rate by altering the formulas used and cell
contents. This image is not licensed under the Creative Commons license applied to text content and
some other images posted to the wikiHow website.The compound interest formula solves for the
future value of the investment after set number of years.This formula allows you to calculate the
maximum future value of your investment based on a theoretically infinite number of compounding
periods within a given length of time.This image is not licensed under the Creative Commons license
applied to text content and some other images posted to the wikiHow website.If interest compounds
more often than annually, it is difficult to calculate the formula manually. You can use a compound
interest formula for any calculation.This is the amount of your initial investment. This could be how
much you deposited into the account or the original cost of the bond.The interest rate should be an
annual amount, stated as a percentage of the principal.Convert it by dividing the interest rate by
100.Typically, interest compounds annually, monthly, or daily. For example, imagine that it
compounds monthly.This could be a goal year for growth, like 5 or 10 years, or this maturity of a
bond. The maturity date of a bond is the date that the principal amount of the debt is to be repaid.
For the example, we use 2 years, so input 2. This image is not licensed under the Creative Commons
license applied to text content and some other images posted to the wikiHow
website.http://www.romanor.eu/userfiles/775dual-880pro-manual.xml
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Check again to make sure that you are inputting them correctly.This is a math concept called order
of operations. You can learn more about the concept using this link Apply the Order of Operations.
This image is not licensed under the Creative Commons license applied to text content and some
other images posted to the wikiHow website.This image is not licensed under the Creative Commons
license applied to text content and some other images posted to the wikiHow website.This will give
you the amount of interest earned.This image is not licensed under the Creative Commons license
applied to text content and some other images posted to the wikiHow website.The formula is longer
than that used to calculate compound interest without regular payments, but follows the same
principles.This image is not licensed under the Creative Commons license applied to text content
and some other images posted to the wikiHow website.To compute the future value of this type of
account, you will need the principal or present value of the account, the annual interest rate, the
compounding frequency, the number of years being measured, and the amount of your monthly
contribution. This information should be in your investment agreement.Do this by dividing the rate
by 100. For example, using the above 3.45% interest rate, we would divide 3.45 by 100 to get
0.0345. For example, your account may have monthly compounding instead of annual. For
compounding frequency, simply use the number of times per year that the interest compounds. This
means annually is 1, quarterly is 4, monthly is 12, and daily is 365 dont worry about leap years. This
image is not licensed under the Creative Commons license applied to text content and some other
images posted to the wikiHow website.This image is not licensed under the Creative Commons
license applied to text content and some other images posted to the wikiHow website.This means
that you start by calculating the values inside of parentheses.

This means adding the 1 to the result from the last part.This means multiplying the 2 numbers that
are smaller and above the closing parentheses.This means raising the amount within parentheses to
the result of the last step.This image is not licensed under the Creative Commons license applied to
text content and some other images posted to the wikiHow website.To find the interest earned, you
have to subtract the amount of money you put into the account.This image is not licensed under the
Creative Commons license applied to text content and some other images posted to the wikiHow
website.Benjamin does financial planning for people who hate financial planning. He helps his
clients plan for retirement, pay down their debt and buy a house. He earned a BA in Legal Studies
from the University of California, Santa Cruz in 2005 and a Master of Business Administration MBA
from the California State University Northridge College of Business in 2010.For example, 2 to the
power of 1 equals 2. 2 to the power of 2 equals 2x2, or 4, and 2 to the power of 3 is 2 x 2 x 2, or 8.
Then compare that difference to the value of buying now with a loan versus later lump sum.How will
that affect the equation Benjamin Packard is a Financial Advisor and Founder of Lula Financial
based in Oakland, California. Benjamin does financial planning for people who hate financial
planning. He helps his clients plan for retirement, pay down their debt and buy a house. He earned a
BA in Legal Studies from the University of California, Santa Cruz in 2005 and a Master of Business
Administration MBA from the California State University Northridge College of Business in 2010.
This article has been viewed 323,251 times.Add that amount to the principal, then multiply by the
interest rate again to get the second year’s compounding interest. You can then continue this to see
the increasing effect that compounding interest has over a number of years.

If you want to learn how to calculate compound interest on investments or after regular payments,
keep reading the article! By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Please help us
continue to provide you with our trusted howto guides and videos for free by whitelisting wikiHow
on your ad blocker. If you really can’t stand to see another ad again, then please consider supporting
our work with a contribution to wikiHow. How Long Will It Take To Save Includes Calculator
Compound Interest Formula With Examples Profit Margin Formula Explained Balloon Payments
Definition and Benefits How Many Cubic Feet is my Refrigerator. How Many Steps Are In a Mile.



Weights and Measures a Poem How Many Meters Are in a Mile. How Big Is A Hectare Subtract the
principal if you want just the compound interest.When incorporating multiple compounds per period
monthly compounding or quarterly compounding, etc, the formula changes. It looks like thisHow
important is it. Just ask Warren Buffett, one of the worlds most successful investorsOnce you have
those, you can go through the process of calculating compound interest.Should you wish to calculate
the compound interest only, you need to deduct the principal from the result. So, your formula looks
like thisWithin the first set of brackets, you need to do the division first and then the addition
division and multiplication should be carried out before addition and subtraction. We can also work
out the 1210. This gives us.The blue part of the graph shows the result of 10% interest without
compounding. Finally, the purple part demonstrates the benefit of compound interest over those 20
years. Note that you should multiply your result by 100 to get a percentage figure %Believe me
when I tell you that it isnt quite as simple as it sounds.
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In order to work out calculations involving monthly additions, you will need to use two formulae our
original one, listed above, plus the future value of a series formula for the monthly additions.These
formulae assume that your frequency of compounding is the same as the periodic payment interval
monthly compounding, monthly contributions, etc. If you would like to try a version of the formula
that allows you to have a different periodic payment interval to the compounding frequency, please
see the The reason for this is that the compound interest formula above assumes that the interest
calculation occurs before the regular deposit is added on. The calculator, conversely, adds the
deposit in first before calculating the interest. Both are legitimate ways of calculating.For example,
your money may be compounded quarterly but youre making contributions monthly. In this case, you
may wish to try this version of the formula, originally suggested by Darinth Douglas, and then
expanded upon by JeanBaptiste Delaroche. Im most grateful for their input.For more information
about what to do when the payment period doesnt match the compound period, see this useful page
from Jon Wittwer.So, I appreciate its now quite a lot longer and more detailed. That said, I hope
youve found it helpful.If you have any feedback on it, How Long Will It Take To Save Includes
Calculator Compound Interest Formula With Examples Profit Margin Formula Explained. Remember
it, because it is very useful. But if it is not per year it should say so! That is covered in the topic of
Annuities. Patheos has the views of the prevalent religions and spiritualities of the world. It can
almost seem like a mystery, but there IS a way to calculate compound interest by hand. Working in
the financial industry, I’ve used this equation on multiple occasions to give people an idea of what
their investments would yield over a period of time.It’s the basic compound interest formula.
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First, I start inside the parenthesis and add the 1 to the interest rate. If the rate was 5%, I’d enter
1.05 into my calculator. You can compound over any period of time annually, quarterly, monthly,
daily so here’s the equation to do so. Simply divide the interest rate by the number of periods t and
then add that to 1. You’ll then take this sum and multiply it by itself for nt times. Remember, you
multiplied n by t and came up with a factor. Do you think you’ll give this equation a try Jesus Paid It
All Enjoy! Well, it looks like I. All rights reserved. The interest that gets added to the account after
the first compounding period begins to accrue more interest itself, increasing the interest paid over
future compounding periods. To calculate compounding interest, you need to know the periodic
interest rate, the amount of money in the account and the number of periods the money remains in
the account. In this example, you would add 1 to 0.0105 to get 1.0105. Determine the number of
periods the money will accrue interest. For example, if the periodic rate equals the monthly rate,
and you leave the money in the account for three years, you would be leaving the money in the
account for 36 periods. Multiply the result from Step 2 by itself C number of times, where C is the
number of compounding periods the money will be left in the account from Step 3. In this example,
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you would multiply 1.0105 by itself 36 times to get 1.456489784. Subtract 1 from the result from
Step 4 to calculate the overall percentage increase expressed as a decimal. In this example, you
would subtract 1 from 1.456489784 to get 0.456489784. Multiply the overall percentage increase by
the amount originally invested in the account to find the total interest. References DePaul University
Compound Interest Formula University of Arizona Compound Interest and APY Calculations About
the Author Based in the Kansas City area, Mike specializes in personal finance and business topics.

Compound interest is calculated by multiplying the initial principal amount by one plus the annual
interest rate raised to the number of compound periods minus one. Interest can be compounded on
any given frequency schedule, from continuous to daily to annually. When calculating compound
interest, the number of compounding periods makes a significant difference. The total initial amount
of the loan is then subtracted from the resulting value.The basic rule is that the higher the number
of compounding periods, the greater the amount of compound interest.Many calculators both
handheld and computerbased have exponent functions that can be utilized for these purposes. If
more complicated compounding tasks arise, they can be done using Microsoft Excel —in three
different ways.Enter years 0 to 5 into cells A2 through A7. First start the Visual Basic Editor, which
is located in the developer tab. Click the Insert menu, and click on Module.It includes an option to
select continuous compounding and also allows input of actual calendar start and end dates. After
inputting the necessary calculation data, the results show interest earned, future value, annual
percentage yield APY, which is a measure that includes compounding, and daily interest.
Investor.gov, a website operated by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission SEC, offers a free
online compound interest calculator. The calculator is fairly simple, but it does allow inputs of
monthly additional deposits to the principal, which is helpful for calculating earnings where
additional monthly savings are being deposited. A free online interest calculator with a few more
features is available at TheCalculatorSite.com. This calculator allows calculations for different
currencies, the ability to factor in monthly deposits or withdrawals, and the option to have
inflationadjusted increases to monthly deposits or withdrawals automatically calculated as well.

There are standard compounding frequency schedules that are usually applied to financial
instruments.For a CD, typical compounding frequency schedules are daily, monthly or semiannually;
for money market accounts, its often daily. For home mortgage loans, home equity loans, personal
business loans, or credit card accounts, the most commonly applied compounding schedule is
monthly. There can also be variations in the time frame in which the accrued interest is actually
credited to the existing balance. Interest on an account may be compounded daily but only credited
monthly. It is only when the interest is actually credited, or added to the existing balance, that it
begins to earn additional interest in the account.For practical purposes, it doesnt accrue that much
more than daily compounding interest unless youre wanting to put money in and take it out the same
day.For a borrower, the opposite is true.The CAGR is also used to ascertain whether a mutual fund
manager or portfolio manager has exceeded the market’s rate of return over a period of time. If, for
example, a market index has provided total returns of 10% over a fiveyear period, but a fund
manager has only generated annual returns of 9% over the same period, the manager has
underperformed the market.Consider the following examplesWhat is the annual growth in percapita
GDP over this 32year period. The growth rate “i” in this case works out to be an impressive 11.4%.
Exponential growth from compounding interest is also important in mitigating wealtheroding
factors, like rises in the cost of living, inflation, and reduction of purchasing power.Opting to
reinvest dividends derived from the mutual fund results in purchasing more shares of the fund. More
compound interest accumulates over time, and the cycle of purchasing more shares will continue to
help the investment in the fund grow in value.

Of course, earnings from compound interest are taxable, unless the money is in a taxsheltered
account; its ordinarily taxed at the standard rate associated with the taxpayers tax bracket.Investors



can also experience compounding interest with the purchase of a zerocoupon bond. Traditional bond
issues provide investors with periodic interest payments based on the original terms of the bond
issue, and because these are paid out to the investor in the form of a check, interest does not
compound. Zerocoupon bonds do not send interest checks to investors; instead, this type of bond is
purchased at a discount to its original value and grows over time. Zerocoupon bond issuers use the
power of compounding to increase the value of the bond so it reaches its full price at
maturity.Making half your mortgage payment twice a month, for example, rather than making the
full payment once a month, will end up cutting down your amortization period and saving you a
substantial amount of interest.The APR converts the finance charges of your loan, which include all
interest and fees, to a simple interest rate. A substantial difference between the interest rate and
APR means one or both of two scenarios Your loan uses compound interest, or it includes hefty loan
fees in addition to interest. Even when it comes to the same type of loan, the APR range can vary
wildly between lenders depending on the financial institutions fees and other costs.Loans offered to
those with excellent credit carry significantly lower interest rates than t hose charged to those with
poor credit. It’s important to have at least a basic understanding of how a company or bank
determines the interest rate you earn on your money on deposit. For example, if you have a good
credit score, you’ll receive a more favorable interest rate when borrowing money to make a
purchase than someone who has horrible credit. Your intermediate accounting textbook may
substitute n for time — the n stands for number of periods time.

If the time is longer than one year, compound interest applies instead. Now that you understand the
basic calculation for simple interest, it’s time to familiarize yourself with how to figure compound
interest, which really shows the time value of money. You figure compound interest on both the
amount of principal and any interest earned but not withdrawn. Luckily, banks and other financial
institutions that perform these calculations regularly have software for the job. Two tables deal with
a single sum; three address annuities, which is a series of payments. Do a search using the key
phrase “present and future value tables” to find a plethora of options. You can also use a financial
calculator or an Excel function on your computer. You can just use those formulas, if you want,
although the tables are much easier to work with. A member of the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants, she is a full adjunct professor who teaches graduate and undergraduate
auditing and accounting classes. In other words, interest is earned on top of interest and thus
“compounds”. The compound interest formula can be used to calculate the value of such an
investment after a given amount of time, or to calculate things like the doubling time of an
investment. We will see examples of this below.This is called the future value of the investment and
is calculated with the following formula. Now apply the formula with the known values You should
do as much work as possible in your calculator and not round until the very end. Otherwise your
answer may be off by a few dollars. Most of these require some algebra, and the level of algebra
required depends on which variable you need to solve for. We will look at some different possibilities
below. This could be used in a situation where you are taking the amount of home sold for and
determining the rate earned, if it is viewed as an investment. Consider the following example. We
will do this using the following steps.

But, we need to be careful about rounding, so we will keep the fraction for now. In some cases, you
may even have to make use of logarithms. A common situation where you might see this is when
calculating the doubling time of an investment at a given rate. Let’s look at an example and see how
this could be done. For this to double, its value would be \2P\ and, using the compound interest
formula, we would have This gives By the laws of logarithms, this will allow us to bring the exponent
to the front. You would just use a different multiple of \P\ in the first part of the formula. Investments
like this grow quickly; how quickly depends on the rate and the number of compounding periods.
When working with a compound interest formula question, always make note of what values are
known and what values need to be found so that you stay organized with your work. We are always



posting new free lessons and adding more study guides, calculator guides, and problem packs. Sign
up to get occasional emails once every couple or three weeks letting you know whats new. How to
Calculate Payments for a FirstTime Home Buyer What Is the Benefit of a 50 Year Mortgage. What
Will You End Up Paying for Your House Once It Is Paid Off. Is It Worth Paying More Closing Costs to
Save Interest in the End. With simple interest, you pay a fixed amount of interest on the money you
borrow, and the principal does not increase. Ideally, you want to pay simple interest when you
borrow. Compound interest, on the other hand, is an entirely different animal. Essentially, youre
paying interest on the interest, so the debt racks up quickly. Multiply the principal, which is the
amount borrowed, by the interest rate. Multiply the product by the time or term of the loan. The
annual interest rate, r, is 0.05, and the number of times interest is compounded in a year, n, is 4. The
term in years, t, is 5. A is the total amount accumulated, including interest, after t years.

References DePaul University Compound Interest Formula Investopedia Compound Interest Photo
Credits money money money III image by imagenation from Fotolia.com About the Author Robert C.
Young began writing professionally in 1989 as a copywriter for an advertising specialty company.
From 2000 to 2007 he operated a realestate development and construction company. His work has
been published online at SFGate and various other websites. He graduated with a Bachelor of
Business Administration in economics from Georgia State University. Related How Are Mortgage
Late Fees Calculated. Method of Calculating Compound Interest Simple Mortgage Interest Vs.
Compound Mortgage Interest Will Making Mortgage Payments One Week Early Reduce Interest.
Does Putting Your Name on a Deed Give You an Absolute Right of Ownership. What Is a
SimpleInterest Mortgage Loan. How Are Mortgage Late Fees Calculated. Does Making Extra
Principal Payments on a Mobile Home Do Any Good. How to Calculate Payments for a FirstTime
Home Buyer Most Popular 1 How Are Mortgage Late Fees Calculated 2 Method of Calculating
Compound Interest 3 Simple Mortgage Interest Vs. Compound Mortgage Interest 4 Will Making
Mortgage Payments One Week Early Reduce Interest. Compound interest is when a bank pays
interest on both the principal the original amount of moneyand the interest an account has already
earned.In the formula, A represents the final amount in the account after t years compounded n
times at interest rate r with starting amount p.You decide that you want to invest all of the money in
a savings account. However, your bank has two different plans. Assume money is worth 6% interest
compounded semiannually. Table lookup is another method for calculating the compounded amount.
The steps are as follows This gives the compound amount. Mike plans to repay Paul at the end of 6
years with 8% interest compounded semiannually. Question How much will Paul receive at the end
of 6 years.

ABC offers 8% interest compounded semiannually. Seasons offers 4% interest compounded
quarterly. She expects to withdraw the money at the end of 5 years. Question Which bank should
Mary choose. In order to make smart financial decisions, you need to be able to foresee the final
result. Thats why its worth knowing how to calculate compound interest. The most common reallife
application of the compound interest formula is a regular savings calculation. Interest rate definition
So, for the borrower the interest rate is the cost of the debt, while for the lender it is the rate of
return. In such a case the interest rate reflects your profit. Usually, it is presented on an annual
basis, which is known as the annual percentage yield APY or effective annual rate EAR. What is the
compound interest definition In other words, compound interest is the interest on both the initial
principal and the interest which has been accumulated on this principle so far. This concept of
adding a carrying charge makes a deposit or loan grow at a faster rate. It also allows you to answer
some other questions such as how long it will take to double your investment. It is calculated only on
the initial sum of money. On the other hand, compound interest is the interest on the initial principal
plus the interest which has been accumulated. Compounding frequency In other words,
compounding frequency is the time period after which the interest will be calculated on top of the
initial amount. However, even when the frequency is unusually high, the final value cant rise above a



particular limit. To understand the math behind this, check out our natural logarithm calculator. If
you choose a higher than yearly compounding frequency, the diagram will display the resulting extra
or additional part of interest gained over yearly compounding by the higher frequency. Thus, in this
way, you can easily observe the real power of compounding.

Compound interest formula Its quite complex because it takes into consideration not only the annual
interest rate and the number of years but also the number of times the interest is compounded per
year. In fact, you dont even need to know how to calculate compound interest. Thanks to our
compound interest calculator you can do it in just a few seconds, whenever and wherever you want.
NB Have you already tried the mobile version of our calculators Usually, the interest added to the
principal balance daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, semiannually, or yearly. But you may set it as
continuous compounding as well, which is the theoretical limit for the compounding frequency. In
this case, the number of periods when compounding occurs is infinite. More specifically, you may
place the money to the account at the beginning or at the end of the periods. Compound interest
examples We believe that after studying them, you wont have any trouble with the understanding
and practical implementation of compound interest.The interest rate is compounded yearly. What
will be the value of your investment after 10 years Moreover, the interest rate r is equal to 5%, and
the interest is compounded on a yearly basis, so the m in the compound interest formula is equal to
1. You shouldnt do too much until the very end. Otherwise, your answer may be incorrect. The
accuracy is dependent on the values you are computing. For standard calculations, six digits after
the decimal point should be enough. Example 2 complex calculation of the value of an investment
The interest rate is compounded monthly. What will be the value of your investment after 10 years
We need to obtain the future value FV of the investment. Actually, the only difference is the
compounding frequency.This time, some basic algebra transformations will be required.


